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Webalo Advantages for 
IT Professionals
Meeting the demands of every business unit’s mobility 
requests for access to databases, reports, XML Web 
services, and websites is an overwhelming burden for IT. Yet 
Webalo lets you meet each one so quickly and easily that 
you’ll exceed all expectations for delivery and deployment.

Webalo Advantages for 
Business Users
In minutes, Webalo can put interactive, bi-directional, 
transactional access to IBM, Microsoft, Oracle, SAP, 
Salesforce.com, and in-house custom-built applications 
on the smartphone or tablet you already use – securely. 
Productivity never improved so fast.

Webalo mobilizes enterprise applications and data in minutes, delivering 
secure bi-directional, transactional interactivity 100x faster and at a 
fraction of the cost of traditional mobile application development.

Webalo is enterprise mobility made easy. It uses a simple point-and-click, web-based process that anyone 
can master to connect smartphones and tablets to the enterprise applications and data you already have. 
Every enterprise-to-mobile connection can run on any Android, Apple, BlackBerry, or Windows mobile device 
through a single, secure mobile client, and each connection gives mobile employees the exact data and 
functions they need to whiz through tasks and workfl ows more productively – all for pennies an app.

Create an infi nite number of connections, tasks, and workfl ows and run them through a single, universal client app on 
smartphones and tablets.

Enterprise Mobility Made Easy:
Webalo makes enterprise mobility as simple as 1-2-3.

STEP 1
Sign up for your 
free account.

STEP 2
Sign in to confi gure 
and deploy.

STEP 3
Sign on for mobile 
productivity.

The app for enterprise™

Any Data. Any Device. Any Minute.
Give employees productivity-enhancing, individualized access 
to the enterprise data, tasks, and workfl ows they rely on – the 
business mobility capabilities that simplify and streamline 
their work.

Webalo’s speed, simplicity, and savings start right away. Go 
online for a free account, watch the introductory videos and, 
in minutes, you’re ready to start confi guring mobile connections 
to existing enterprise applications and data. Extend the permission-
based security you already use, then simply click to deploy your 
confi gured access immediately, giving users enterprise mobility in 
minutes, instead of days or weeks or months.
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The app for enterprise™

Webalo Cloud is a free service that provides Enterprise 
Mobility in Minutes™ for up to three users. It lets them create 
any number of secure enterprise-to-mobile connections 
for direct, bi-directional, transactional access between 
enterprise databases and reports and Android, Apple, 
BlackBerry, and Windows smartphones and tablets. Webalo 
Cloud accommodates multiple IT or non-IT administrators 
who can quickly and easily implement user-specific 
enterprise mobility while reducing the time, cost, and 
complexity associated with traditional mobile application 
development, maintenance and updates.

Webalo Pro Cloud is a subscription-based service that,  
for a simple per-user annual fee, enables Enterprise 
Mobility in Minutes™ for any number of mobile users. 
It lets them create unlimited secure enterprise-to-
mobile connections that provide direct, bi-directional, 
transactional access between the enterprise databases 
and reports they rely on and their Android, Apple, 
BlackBerry, and Windows smartphones and tablets. 
Webalo Pro Cloud accommodates multiple IT or non-IT 
administrators who can quickly and easily implement 
user-specific enterprise mobility while reducing the time, 
cost, and complexity associated with traditional mobile 
application development, maintenance and updates. 
Webalo Pro Cloud includes Webalo Gateway.

Webalo Gateway provides maximum security for Webalo 
Pro Cloud customers. It is installed inside the firewall  

and functions as a Webalo Administrator-controlled 
checkpoint between Webalo’s cloud-based servers and 
the customer’s enterprise resources, securely managing 
communications between the two. Webalo Gateway 
ensures that users have permission to perform those 
interactions before processing them and returning 
information to Webalo Pro Cloud for access by the 
authorized user.

Webalo Pro Appliance is an on-premises subscription-
based service that, for a simple per-user annual fee, enables 
Enterprise Mobility in Minutes for any number of mobile 
users. It lets them create unlimited secure enterprise-to-
mobile connections that provide direct, bi-directional, 
transactional access between the enterprise databases, 
reports and applications they rely on and their Android, 
Apple, BlackBerry, and Windows smartphones and tablets. 
Webalo Pro Appliance accommodates multiple IT or non-
IT administrators who can quickly and easily implement 
user-specific enterprise mobility while reducing the time, 
cost, and complexity associated with traditional mobile 
application development, maintenance and updates.

Webalo Pro Appliance is delivered as a virtual machine 
image and runs on all leading virtualization platforms 
(hypervisors) that support 64-bit guest operating systems, 
including Xen® and VMware,® and Microsoft Windows 
Server® 2008 Hyper-V.™

Webalo solutions let you configure and deploy mobile enterprise  
access in minutes.

Databases – Webalo enables mobile access to any of 
the leading enterprise databases (Oracle, Microsoft SQL 
Server, IBM DB2, & MySQL). Existing database SQL 
commands are automatically imported into Webalo so 
that administrators can easily enable real-time, mobile 
database access.

Reports – Reports from business intelligence platforms or 
other enterprise applications can be imported into Webalo 
and configured for delivery to smartphones and/or tablets 
in minutes.

XML Web Services – Webalo automatically consumes XML 
Web services to connect directly to business processes, 
tasks and workflows found in enterprise applications from 
vendors such as IBM, Microsoft, Oracle, SAP, Salesforce.
com, and in-house, custom-built applications.

Websites – Webalo talks to HTML web sites and lets com-
panies create a mobile interface to an existing application by 
capturing the application’s web interface and generating a 
smartphone or tablet interface that provides users with se-
cure mobile access to any web-facing enterprise application.

Webalo provides direct connections to:
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Webalo is enterprise mobility the way it was meant to 
be – easy, fast, and affordable. It can be configured in 
minutes to deliver secure, interactive, bi-directional, 

transactional mobile access to the enterprise applications 
and data that employees rely on to do their jobs – all for 
pennies an app.
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